
Key Chapters
Mama and Papa We meet Roald and his family and learn about his 

early years.

The Bicycle and the
Sweet Shop

We learn about Roald’s friends and their frequent 
trips to the sweet shop. We meet Mrs Pratchett.

The Great Mouse 
Plot

Roald and his mischievous friends find a mouse 
and plot to plant it inside Mrs Pratchett’s 
gobstoppers jar… Will she survive the shock…?

Mr Coombes Mr Coombes is alerted to the prank the boys 
played on Mrs Pratchett and resolves to identify 
the culprits.

Mrs Pratchett’s 
Revenge

Mrs Pratchett ensures the boys are suitably 
punished by receiving a caning from Mr Coombes. 
Mrs Dahl is furious and sends Roald to boarding 
school.

First Day We learn about Roald’s first experiences and 
impressions of boarding school.

Writing Home We learn that when writing home from boarding 
school, the boys were expected to write only 
positive things!

Synopsis: Boy: Tales of Childhood (1984) is an autobiographical book by British writer Roald Dahl. This 
book describes his life from birth until leaving school, focusing on living conditions in Britain in the 1920s 
and 1930s, the school system at the time, and how his childhood experiences led him to a writing career.

Biography

A biography gives facts about a 
person’s life. It is not written by the 
subject of the book but by an author 
who has done their research and 
knows a great deal about that 
person. Biographies are written in 
the third person and can be written 
about someone who is no longer 
alive. 

Autobiography

‘Auto’ means ‘self’ therefore an 
autobiography is self-written. It is an 
account of someone’s life, written by 
the person themselves, in 
chronological order. An 
autobiography is different to a 
biography because it is written in the 
first person, explaining important 
events in their life. The subject may 
write about what has influenced 
them and include details of their 
feelings during different experiences 
they have had.

“When writing 
about oneself, 
one must 
strive to be 
truthful. Truth 
is more 
important than 
modesty.”

“We all have our moments of brilliance and glory, and this was mine.” Figurative language

Simile Comparing something to something else using ‘like’ or ‘as’.
• The water well was as dry as a bone
• The soldier was like a brave lion.

Metaphor A comparison which is not literally true. Does not use ‘like’ or ‘as’.
• The water well was a dry bone.
• The soldier was a brave lion.

Personification Giving an object human characteristics (emotions, sensations, speech, 
physical movements, etc.)
• The cruel waves swallowed the poor swimmer.

Onomatopoeia A word that names a sound, but also sounds like that sound.
• Smash, splash, bang, crash, thud, zoom, sizzle, whizz, boom, honk

Alliteration The repetition of an initial letter or sound in closely linked words.
• Don’t dream it. Drive it.
• Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers.

“It is almost 
worth going 
away because 
it's so lovely 
coming back.”



Conjunctions

Subordinating Coordinating

so that after
For

And

Nor

But

Or

Yet

So

unless although

until as

when because

whenever before

where even if

whereas if

wherever that

while once

however since

time? place?

topic? person?

Synonyms

Words that have the 
same or similar
meaning.

hot → boiling → scorching

Antonyms

Words that have the 
opposite meaning.

hot → cold

Relative clauses using brackets

My grandma (who is eighty-five) is a roller-skating champion.
I enjoy visiting my grandma (who is a roller-skating champion.

Relative clauses using dashes

My grandma - who is eighty-five - is a roller-skating champion.

Relative clauses using commas

My grandma, who is eighty-five, is a roller-skating champion.

Johnny reminded 

us, “Always begin 
a new speaker on 

a new line!”

“Take care 
with your 

punctuation,
” he added.

Instead of ‘said’, try:
shouted ~ yelled ~ called ~ laughed ~ giggled ~ 

cried ~  whispered ~ muttered ~ explained ~ 
exclaimed ~ questioned ~ announced ~ 

protested ~ argued ~ sighed ~ moaned ~ 
complained ~ disagreed ~ agreed ~ lied ~ 

admitted

Apostrophes for omission

can’t # won’t # doesn’t # shan’t # didn’t # could’ve # would’ve

determiners

Apostrophes for possession

Kiera’s coat // James’s coat
the lion’s tail // the lions’ tails
the children’s shoes
the women’s toilets // the men’s toilets

Simple tense

I slept // I sleep // I will sleep

Perfect tense

I had slept // I have slept
she had slept // she has slept

Progressive tense

I was sleeping // I am sleeping
she was sleeping // she is sleeping

Questions must always end with a question mark.

Would you fetch me that book? Who could carry that back to the house?

Statements usually end in a full stop.

I would like you to fetch me the book. You could carry that back to the house.

Commands begin with an imperative (bossy) verb:

Fetch me the book! Carry that back to the house.

Simple sentences: The werewolf growled.

Compound sentences: The werewolf growled and stalked the oblivious girl.

Complex sentences: The werewolf growled while stalking the oblivious girl. // 
While stalking the oblivious girl, the werewolf growled.


